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On the one hand, it provides standard editing controls for node state and the set of attributes
of a node. These editing controls include: Edit Edit Control Double/single click, key commands
Edit Edit Control Cut, Copy, Paste Edit Edit Control Sort Sort Enlarge Enlarge Dim Dim Prompt
for data Prompt for data Color Color Scrollbar Scrollbar Drag and drop Drag and drop Link with

another tree Link with another tree Move Move Resize Resize View View View Popup View
Popup Command line menu Command line menu On the other hand, Virtual Treeview

implements the following features for node and item state: Selectable Selectable Activated
Activated Alertable Alertable Keyable Keyable Locks Locks Alignment Alignment Text

Alignment Text Alignment Drag and drop Drag and drop Drag and drop Locked Drag and drop
Locked Drag and drop Move Drag and drop Move Move On User Move On User View Popup

View Popup View Popup Locked View Popup Locked View Popup Clip View Popup Clip Add new
node Add new node Delete item Delete item Delete selected item Delete selected item Delete

selected nodes Delete selected nodes Resize tree Resize tree ClearAll nodes ClearAll nodes
Item added Item added Item was modified Item was modified Item was deleted Item was
deleted Resizing an item tree Resizing an item tree Node activated Node activated Node

activated node was clicked Node activated node was clicked Node activated node has focus
Node activated node has focus Node activated node has an item selected Node activated node

has an item selected Node hovered Node hovered Node highlighted Node highlighted Node
double clicked Node double clicked Node widget enabled Node widget enabled Node widget
enabled widget was clicked Node widget enabled widget was clicked Node widget is disabled
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Node widget is disabled Node widget is enabled Node widget is enabled Node widget

Virtual Treeview

- Implements the standard behavior of all MS Windows tree controls. - Windows XP themes
supported (Windows XP is required for Windows Aero visual style, in order to be enabled on
classic windows). - The rendering performance can reach 300 fps (i.e. 30 fps per window). -

Recycling Windows color memory, updating the palette while drawing the tree. -
Indent/outdent, sort and deep-nested menu support. - Drag and drop support. - Frame-by-

frame animation when dragging or dragging and dropping nodes. - Alpha-blended image while
dragging and dropping nodes. - Extended hot keys (like: Shift + {, Ctrl, Alt, Tab} or Shift +

PageUp or Shift + PageDown). - A powerful control implementation. - Up to 30 fps in XP, more
in Vista and higher. - The size of the app can be reduced by as much as 40% with 1.5GB disk

space. - Supports RS files (but loading them is not required). - 32-bit and 64-bit versions. -
Optimized for all CPU types. - Input validation to ensure that the data entered by the user is

valid. - Sound support. - Support for Unicode. - Line numbers. - Automatic node creation
(without conversion of data). - Supports images. - Supports XML data. - Unicode character

support. - Support for any language that can generate RS files. - International support
(including accented characters). - Support for any application that supports RS files (CAB, RC,
MSI, WAB, ZI, ZIP, CPIO, JAR, SH). - Support for configurable formatting of data. - Support for

advanced tree statistics. - Customizable metrics. - Auto-sizing. - Borderless window. - "Control"
property that displays data at the top of the tree, where the data is located. - Hint fade

animation. - File loading and saving of project data. - Tree ID. - A single implementation for
32-bit and 64-bit OS's. - A single implementation for C, C++ and.NET (and Delphi/Object
Pascal). - Inverted nodes (inverted tree). - Data reading from Delphi's TDataSet or Stored

procedures or sequences. - Data writing to Delphi's TDataSet or b7e8fdf5c8
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Virtual Treeview version 8.0 offers the following enhancements and changes: * improved Visual
QuickStyle support (virtual treeview_vqs & editor_vqs are now created - if you want to use VQS
style in your own project, you can use the precompiled version [see vtreewiew_vqs_precomp]
in the downloads). vtreewview-vq-09-v2006.zip * improved memory management (the tree
view takes care of the memory and will free all memory if you close the application, unless you
pass the memory to another application explicitly). * in Visual Studio the debugger shows the
virtualtreeview object when hovering the mouse over the tree view. * new query event. See the
help file for example. * new: Query navigation (simply click on the edge of a node to go there).
Allows navigating the tree using keyboard and mouse. * new: Virtual Item Operations. With this
new feature you can use keyboard shortcuts for opening/closing nodes, deleting a node, sorting
your nodes and re-ordering your tree. See the help file for further information. * new: virtual
treeview 8.0.1 features (the feature set of virtualtreeview 8.0 is compatible with vtreewview
8.0.2) * new: extensive documentation. * new: BinaryTreeListView has been extended to
support LCL alignment on LCL TreeView. * bug fixed: the Editor components could not be fully
initialized when using Delphi 7 or Berlin. * bug fixed: VirtualTreeView.RepaintProperties
included the property values that was applied in the OnPaint event while not calling
VirtualTreeView.Invalidate. * bug fixed: the Properties editor could free other fields than Path
that are out of scope. * bug fixed: virtual treeview was not working with Delphi 7, Berlin if the
class declaration was placed in an external source file. * bug fixed: Inserting nodes failed if the
item size was 0. * bug fixed: setting a empty tree view item as the tree is not removed from
the display. * bug fixed: m_Name was removed from deleted tree nodes. * bug fixed: the order
of the Query Operations is always the first mouse button click (before any selection). * bug
fixed: the order of the undo command is dependent on the selection. * bug fixed: there was a
bug in the move

What's New In?

Overview Virtual Treeview is a very powerful tree control. It is a goal of the developer to build a
software product that simulates an easily editable (even for novices) tree structure in other
applications that don't have any other tree control. Like UltraSearch, the Virtual Treeview
feature set far exceeds anything you can get from Microsoft Treeview. Features Built for
software developers, Virtual Treeview represents a tree view control built from scratch with
advanced Delphi tree controls. According to its maker, the tool's paradigm for tree
management is unlike any other controls. Data is extracted from applications through events
(or descendants by overwriting data), since Virtual Treeview doesn't have any information
about the data besides its size, not even the node captions. The tool uses a hand-optimized
MMX assembler routines to ensure smooth animations, such as hint fading. It shows an alpha-
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blended image of the tree windows while dragging and dropping items, and it offers support for
Windows XP themes. If you want to get a closer look at what can be done with this tree view
control, you can take a look at UltraSearch, a freeware project that finds files and folders on
local NTFS drives and which took advantage of Virtual Treeview. Another example is TreeSize
Professional, a commercialware piece of software designed to clean up disk space. Virtual
Treeview is published under a double license: MPL 1.1 and LGPL 2.1 with static linking
exception. To be able to get it up and running, you must have Embacadero's RAD Studio XE3 -
10.1 Berlin or Delphi7 - Delphi XE8. Virtual Treeview Description: Overview Virtual Treeview is a
very powerful tree control. It is a goal of the developer to build a software product that
simulates an easily editable (even for novices) tree structure in other applications that don't
have any other tree control. Like UltraSearch, the Virtual Treeview feature set far exceeds
anything you can get from Microsoft Treeview. Features Built for software developers, Virtual
Treeview represents a tree view control built from scratch with advanced Delphi tree controls.
According to its maker, the tool's paradigm for tree management is unlike any other controls.
Data is extracted from applications through events (or descendants by overwriting data), since
Virtual Treeview doesn't have any information about the data besides its size,
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System Requirements:

- At least an Intel® Core™ i3-500/i5/i7 processor - Dual Core CPU is recommended - Windows®
7 or later - Please install the driver for NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 610, GT 630, GT 640 or GT 650
series before installing the game - 2 GB of RAM is recommended - 5 GB available hard disk
space for installation and in-game data storage (More hard disk space may be required for
installing additional content such as in-game items.) - 100 MB of free space for saving
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